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TWO WELLS GOLF CLUB

SEASON 2011

CAPTAIN’s REPORT

To the Members of Two Wells Golf Club,

This year the planned course development continued through the hard work of several members over the

summer months of 2010/11and were completed prior to the Opening of the 2011 Season. These

improvements ensured that the Two Wells Golf Club was prepared for  a well overdue review of the

course rating which Golf Australia conducted at the beginning of the season.

New Course Works Season 2011

As I mentioned at the Opening Day and at the presentation on the 7
th
 of April 2011 Two Wells

was reviewed and the rating evaluated due to the following reasons;

1. In recent years the course has been developed with new tee blocks and most recently the

extending of the 3
rd
, 8

th
 and 9

th
 holes.

2. The on course development which has been planned and approved by the committee

(over several years) has also enhanced the course to not only improve the rating but to

offer a rewarding and challenging course for the future. With natural occurrences such as

trees and shrubs becoming diseased and or felled due to weather conditions the club

Committee through the assistance of volunteers and committee members being replaced

and new plantings throughout the course.

3. The course was required to be reviewed following the changes however with the new

Slop Rating it was to be completed sometime this year. I was able to bring forward the

review following discussions with Golf SA.

The new changes and improvements to the course fell in with Golf Australia’s review of the new

US Slope rating and through communication with Golf SA representatives Two Wells was able

to be reviewed prior to the opening day of 2011.

I had discussed the review (prior to the actual visit) with Bobby Hogg and John Ball who have

been heavily involved with the planning of the works over the summer and Dennis Hart who has

been ever so diligent in the ongoing watering of the new plantings and ensuring that they survive

and are protected by the element. This was to ensure that the course was not just prepared for the

opening of the season but to show GOLF SA that the course when it is prepared ready for

competition is how the members play it each week.

We were fortunate in that we had pre season rains that not only assisted in the new plantings but

provided the valuable coverage for the fairways as the winter grasses emerged. Unfortunately we

have been unable to spray as the new growth would have been wiped out before it had fully

germinated and taken. The mowing of the course prior to the season to knock down such weeds

as Potato weed was done through most of the course to allow new natural grasses to emerge prior

to the season although a couple of areas were still to be done.
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The rating review was very interesting to watch and a complicated process with various formulas

used to determine the hole rating as I accompanied the group and provided comments when

asked by them (at no time did I try to attempt to persuade the rating review) basically as we

walked to each tee I explained the length and the existing hazards (if any such as O/B’s). I was

constantly asked about the height of the fairways and roughs as we walked the holes and I

explained that we generally cut the whole course back prior to the beginning of the season and

then managed the fairways weekly and the roughs generally cut between 4-6cm (2 ½ inches to 3

inches) explaining that the sour sobs generally took over many areas in the roughs and that any

thicker immediate rough adjacent to fairways and between fairways would make it to difficult to

find balls and delay the players rounds. The deep rough would be left to grow natural.

Both Bob and John followed my recommendations to ensure that the rough was to be managed

that high. At the beginning of the season they raised the mower height to 3.5 inches to protect the

emerging grasses on the fairways. The course as a whole is presented extremely well and is

consistent with the maintenance schedule explained to the review team. As such due to recent

feedback received I have discussed the mowing of the course with both Bob and John and the

following comments of the course hole by hole have been provided for all to read. This includes

the mowing of fairways and roughs in line with the rating review as follows;

• Holes 1, 2 and 3 are considered fine with the fairway height suitable. NOTE: The rough

on the right side of the 3
rd
 scrape in the swale is rough and is not to be mowed down or

whipped down. The 3
rd
 new works from the tee to the fairway edge is hoped to be

reseeded in an attempt to have some coverage for the ladies.

• Hole 4 again is considered fine although the approach from the tee to fairway edge can be

reduced to a height no lower than approx 6 -7 cm’s. The rough on each side of the

fairways approx two mower widths should be maintained at the same rough height

identified above. The extreme rough on the top right hand side can be managed to a

reasonable height however it is rough and should be maintained accordingly. The natural

growth will impede the wayward shot and as with many courses you may/will lose golf

balls for the wayward shot. The rough left hand side toward the 6th tee and right hand

side of corner is no different to previous years.

• Holes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are considered to be fine with the exception if the ball is hit

long and left on both 7 and 9 as you near the hill expect to lose a ball. Roughs to be

maintained as agreed.

• Hole 12 again is fine with sufficient room on the left “bale out area” which would be

maintained as per the agreed rough height.

• Hole 13 it is agreed that the approach to the fairway would be cut to both remove any

weeds and then be maintained as per the agreed rough height. The left hand side adjacent

to the 14th needs attention as does the right side due to the thick covering carpet weed

near the sinkhole. The bare soil on the right side near the sink hole and the left side is also

a work in progress and it is intended to try to have these areas reseeded during the season.

The right hand side right down the fence line to the scrape also needs monitoring in that

the rough should be maintained no lower than the agreed height. The left hand side rough

to be mowed no lower than the agreed height.

• Holes 14, 15, 16 and17 are considered suitable with both sides of the rough to be

maintained as per the agreed height.
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• Hole 18 is considered suitable with the right side swale/rough regenerated with native

grasses. This area is to be maintained as per the agreed rough height with the native grass

clumps to be left intact. The mowing between the clumps by a hand held and or ride on

mower is deemed the most suitable method to manage the rough leaving the clumps

intact. This will allow the members to find balls and still be difficult to recover due to the

clumps should their balls land in and around them. It is a rough and has been identified as

such in the management/rating of the hole.

SUMMARY

The mowing program which is maintained by the TWGC Course Manager through the

Match Committee is to ensure that the agreed mowing heights off both fairways and

roughs is maintained to meet the intended rating presented to GOLF Australia. The

course overall is in excellent condition due to the works conducted by the members and

volunteers over the summer and each week.

The Two Wells Golf Club course conditions are as good as if not better than many of the

local district courses within the Lower North Group. The roughs are reasonable and

maintained to penalise the errant shot as expected. It is also noted that with seasonal

growth various weeds will appear and they will be managed accordingly.

The height of the rough identified as between 4-6cm is considered reasonable and

provides the opportunity for players to find the ball if it goes off fairway. With the others

in the playing group they should have a good opportunity to watch each other’s shots and

minimize the time looking for their balls. Further to that were possible the immediate

rough between fairways out to an area approx two mower widths would be considered to

be sufficient at the nominated height and further out would be maintained slightly higher.

Reviews of the rough cutting during the year also identified that the height of the rough

going out from the fairway edge should be at approx the height of a golf ball (4cm) with

two cuts wide and after that the rough should be maintained between 4-6 cm as

previously identified.

This work was done by Robert Hogg, John Ball, Vince Zito and his team. with Russell, Adam, Dennis

and myself helping out for the 9th scrape.

Without doubt the tireless efforts of the members each week played a huge part in the success of the Two

Wells Golf Club and their dedication should be acknowledged by all members who play at Two Wells.

We owe them a debt of gratitude for their unselfish dedication to ensure that the club is presentable each

week to both members and visitors alike. During the season there were a few times where the roughs were

high and I accept the responsibility for them perhaps not being mowed lower than members expected. The

grounds staff and members assisting were trying to follow directions based on the rating review which

while it was a good result did upset some members.  The committee members assisted Robert Hogg, John

Ball and Vince Zito especially to complete the new 9th scrape ensured that the course was ready for the

season opening day. Well done to all of you for the work that has been achieved.
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2011 CLUB COMPETITIONS

The Competitions during 2011 were very successful with the average attendance of per week 34.16 (total

of 854 golfers/members played during the season). Overall the daily competition cards returned each

week for checking by the Match Committees were legible and this assisted the committee as they

prepared the weekly competition results and daily presentations. The Match Committee found that this

season the “mood” in the clubrooms was of a relaxed atmosphere when we presented the results to the

members there with lots of “interaction” and banter between all competitors. This made the day’s event

enjoyable and clearly reflected no tension making our job easier thanks to the support of the who attended

each week and contributed to the ongoing success of the weekly Club Competitions.

The Two Wells 2011 Program (Annual) consisted of the following Competitions;

Stroke Rounds (Total): 8

Captains Trophy (PAR): 4

Presidents Trophy (Stableford): 4

Eclectic Trophy: 8

Stableford Rounds (Total): 4

Par Rounds (Total): 1

Veterans Trophy: 4

Championships Rounds (Total): 4

Exacto Cup: 0

Ambrose: 2

Foursomes: 1

Total Rounds 24

The scores through the year showed the course and new changes proving to be challenging, difficult and

rewarding for those brave enough to take on the changes. There were high scores and low scores along

with the new revised Australian Handicap System which left many of us questioning the how, why and

effects on the changes of individual handicaps.

Worst Scores on Individual Holes by a host of Local Talent

Hole  1 11 - 03-Sep-11 John Boon

Hole  2  9 - 16-Apr-11 Danny Smith

Hole  3 12 - 03-Sep-11 John Boon

Hole  4 11 - 25-Jun-11 Peter Williams

Hole  5 16 - 16-Apr-11 Michael Davies

Hole  6  9 - 25-Jun-11 Ray Prior

Hole  7  8 - 09-Apr-11 Paul Cook

Hole  8 19 - 28-May-11 Peter Williams

Hole  9 14 - 02-Jul-11 Ian Telfer

Hole 10 10 - 16-Apr-11 Andrew Baker

Hole 11  7 - 28-May-11 Paul Shields

Hole 12 11 - 28-May-11 Hans Linford

Hole 13 13 - 03-Sep-11 Tim Clifton

Hole 14 10 - 06-Aug-11 Ian Telfer

Hole 15  9 - 25-Jun-11 Andrew Baker
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Hole 16 12 - 03-Sep-11 Andrew Baker

Hole 17  9 - 02-Jul-11 Brian Barns

Hole 18 13 - 28-May-11 Peter Williams

Players changes from the start to finish of the Season (including Golf Australia Adjustments) are

provide below to give an indication of the change with the Handicap review and then the

adjustments late in Sep 11.
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The competitions were competitive with many close rounds decided on Count Back. The Club

Championships again played in the traditional stroke format over 4 rounds were successful with an

average of 20 players for each round.

The scores through the year showed the course and new changes proving to be challenging, difficult and

rewarding for those brave enough to  take on the changes. There were high scores and low scores along

with the new revised Australian Handicap System which left many of us questioning the how, why and

effects on the changes of individual handicaps.

Club Competitions General Stats

Best Score off the stick 69

69 04-Jun-11 Chris Girling

71 21-May-11 Scott Abbott

72 28-May-11 Chris Girling

Best Score for Stableford 48

48 27-Aug-11 Mark Hansford

47 21-May-11 Andrew Baker

Best Score for Stableford 48

48 27-Aug-11 Mark Hansford

47 21-May-11 Andrew Baker

Best Score for Par: + 10

+10 04-Jun-11 Chris Girling

+9 14-May-11 Ian Smith

+9 04-Jun-11 Stuart Grigg

Best Score for Scratch Stroke 72

72 28-May-11 Chris Girling

73 16-Apr-11 Chris Girling

Best Score for Nett Stroke 57

57 23-Jul-11 Jim Weir

58 23-Jul-11 John Ball

Best Score for Putts 22

22 16-Apr-11 Clive Weller

23 16-Apr-11 Vince Hatch

23 28-May-11 Les Grafton

23 28-May-11 Simon Grigg

23 20-Aug-11 Stephen Kelly

Eagles:

1. Hole 17 09-Apr-11 Andrew Baker

2. Hole 17 09-Apr-11 Craig Doudle

3. Hole 17 23-Apr-11 Vince Hatch

4. Hole 13 21-May-11 Paul Shields

5. Hole 17 18-Jun-11 Chris Girling
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Birdies: Total 338

• Hole 1: 12

• Hole 2: 8

• Hole 3: 33

• Hole 4: 10

• Hole 5: 10

• Hole 6: 17

• Hole 7: 55

• Hole 8: 7

• Hole 9: 2

• Hole 10: 25

• Hole 11: 15

• Hole 12: 2

• Hole 13: 12

• Hole 14: 1

• Hole 15: 12

• Hole 16: 17

• Hole 17: 74

• Hole 18: 26

Birdies by Player:

• Scott Abbott - 24

• Stuart Grigg  - 24

• Simon Grigg -  23

• Chris Girling  - 22

• Robert Thompson - 18

• Vince Hatch - 17

• Yogi Frencken - 15

• Adam Bail -  14

• Les Grafton -  14

• John Ball  - 12

• Mark Hansford  - 11

• Gary Payne  - 11

• Robert Hogg  - 10

• Steve Watson  - 9

• Paul Shields -  8

• Charlie Hogg  - 7

• Stephen Kelly  - 7

• Jeff Spackman  - 7

• Leon Zbierski  - 6

• Ian Smith  - 5

• Andrew Baker  - 4

• Ian Clark  - 4

• Russell Grigg  - 4

• Jim Weir  - 4

• Grant Wilson  - 4

• Chris Barker  - 3
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• Jake Bowden  - 3

• Craig Doudle  - 3

• Scott Francis  - 3

• Andy Gameau  - 3

• Darryl Hall  - 3

• David Bail  - 2

• Arthur Christou  - 2

• Tim Clifton  - 2

• Michael Davies  - 2

• Brett Dosiak - 2

• John Harrison -  2

• Peter Lamont  - 2

• Garry Launer -  2

• Brian Paul  - 2

• Steve Sando  - 2

• Darrell Thompson  - 2

• Clive Weller  - 2

• Peter Woods  - 2

• Vince Zito  - 2

• John Boon -  1

• Michael Dimasi  - 1

• Malcolm Frost  - 1

• Hans Linford  - 1

• Ray Prior  - 1

• Ian Sheehan  - 1

• Ian Telfer  - 1

• Peter Williams  - 1

Putting – lowest putting over the year during stroke rounds was 22 Putts.

� 22 16-Apr-11 Clive Weller

� 23 16-Apr-11 Vince Hatch

� 23 28-May-11 Les Grafton

� 23 28-May-11 Simon Grigg

� 23 20-Aug-11 Stephen Kelly

Birdies on Birdie Holes–  338

Ladies Saturday Competition Results

Best Score for Stableford

45 30-Apr-11 Julie Holland

Best Score for Par

2 14-May-11 Julie Holland

2 04-Jun-11 Julie Holland

2 10-Sep-11 Elaine Grigg
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Best Score for Scratch Stroke

88 23-Jul-11 Julie Holland

Best Score off the stick

88 23-Jul-11 Julie Holland

90 03-Sep-11 Julie Holland

91 23-Jul-11 Kathy Stubing

Best Score for Nett Stroke 

62 23-Jul-11 Julie Holland

Best Score for Putts 

25 16-Apr-11 Kathy Stubing

Birdies:

Total 7

Hole 6 - 1

Hole 7  - 2

Hole 8 -  2

Hole 12 -  1

Hole 16  -1

Judi Frost 1

Elaine Grigg 1

Julie Holland 4

Kathy Stubing 1

Ball Prizes each Week – Average of 36 balls handed out and a total of 792 for the season.

CLUB MEMBERSHIP and SPONSORS

The Club Membership reached a total of 83 Financial with 32 Sponsors. On behalf of all members of the

TWG a hearty thanks to all the TWGC Sponsors for their continued support of the club again this year.

Without your support the club would struggle to provide the quality competitions, course maintenance

and club house surrounds that you see today.
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TWO WELLS GOLF CLUB - Corporate Plan

The Corporate Plan continues to be developed and involves the future planned works for the club such as;

• Weed and Pest Control throughout the course.

• plantings of additional trees in several areas along with the recommendations of the Mallala

District Council.

• scrape improvements.

• fairway improvements including scarification and gypsum placed on them.

• topdressing new mounds and further shaping to allow maintenance of them.

The 2001 Course redevelopment plan is currently being updated with ALL the works carried out on the

course and will include the updated holes and tees along with the next 5 year plan to further develop the

course. This “history” will capture the work and effort of the Two Wells Golf Club as it ensures the

longevity of the club for the districts future. With the new development in the surrounding district the

future of the club’s development is paramount to encourage the “future members” to become members of

the golf club.

TWGC Hole INDEX

The index for the holes despite the changes were slightly changed following some 760 scores recorded

during the season with only 6 holes index’s remaining the same as on the current card. Those holes being

4th, 5th, 9
th
, 13

th, , 
14

th  
and 17th. The remaining holes changing slightly which was proven by the scores

recorded during the season.

Match Committee

I would personally like to thank both Russell and Adam for their assistance each week ensuring that the

weekly competitions are prepared prior to the daily events but also the checking of the cards as they are

returned by members each Saturday. The checking of scores along with the entering of the results on Golf

Link takes some time to enter the competition results prior to the daily presentations. This then enables

ALL members to have adjusted handicaps prior to leaving the clubhouse who may be playing away in

other golf events in the Mid North Group.

We have attempted to ensure this year that the presentations are ready as soon as the last group has

finished and their scorecards have been confirmed. We also believe that in general the presentations have

been good and that playing on the course has been enjoyable throughout the season. This by in large is a

testament to those members who play each week who make the club what it is and whilst we have many

different personalities within the club they all interact in what I see is a positive way. I would also like to

congratulate all those members of the “Red Army” who participate in the many Group Open Days during

the year as ambassadors of the Club they demonstrate the importance of supporting the various Mid North

Group Open Days.

TWO WELLS OPEN DAY

Again this year the Open Day was very successful with 80 players and a good selection of prizes given

out showing all the local clubs how well we can provide a first class Golf Course and an enjoyable day for

all who attend. The day’s success would not be possible without the assistance of the members from Two

Wells who ensured the days leading up to the Open Day the course was presented in pristine condition.

Well done to all and thank you.
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EXACTO CUP

Sadly this year the EXACTO CUP was not played due to Owen not being able to field a team to play.

This is sad as both clubs have a long tradition in playing together and the members I am sure were

disappointed not to have played. I hope that Owen are able to play in 2012 and welcome the opportunity

for the CUP to be again played in the spirit intended between the two clubs.

WEB PAGE- COMPETITION RESULTS

Thank you to Stuart Grigg and Adam Bail for their involvement with the design of the webpage for all

members and visitors alike to view the site and review a wide range of results over the season. Well done

Guys for the effort you have contributed to improving the results of the member’s competitions. I would

also like to thank Darryl Thompson for his many candid photos of both the members on the course and

the course itself which are displayed on the web site.

BAR MANAGEMENT

This year with Wendy retiring we asked for assistance in running the Bar from the Committee. Helen

Johnson stepped up into the role as Bar manager and throughout the year has worked tireless to ensure

that the bar has sufficient stock, the weekly comp fees are captured including meat  raffles are sold as

members arrive, travels all over the local and outer city limits to purchase golf balls and pursue which

some might say is her passion "bleeding Drummond Golf to their knees" not to mention obtaining

sponsorship and prizes for the Club to use in Open Days. I am sure that all members appreciate the effort

that Helen has contributed to make the Bar run smoothly during the season. Of course I would be remise

in not acknowledging her assistants such as Yoli, Elaine, and the other ladies who make themselves

available at the various times. Well done to you all.

CLOSING SUMMARY

In closing I wish to personally those members who have contributed to the upkeep and weekly

maintenance of the course this year. The presentation on those days when we had large attendance such as

the Two Wells and Veterans Opens, the Ladies Championships etc displayed the course extremely well

for all who played on the days to enjoy.  To the members of the Committee thank you for your support to

the members and Match Committee during the year.

There are still works to be completed over the summer to prepare the course for next year so I ask

members if they can spare a day here and there the committee would be most grateful for any hands to

carry ease the burden in the more arduous tasks.

As I mentioned in last year's report the tractor and slasher’s currently owned and operated by the Two

Wells Golf Club are old and extremely tired. Each week they are required to be repaired both major and

minor works which delay the mowing on the course. These repairs are expensive and the Committee

needs to look at the replacement of these machines in the near future to ensure we are able to continue the

preparation of the course each week. This is a work in progress and in 2012 we may be in the position to

find the machinery we are looking for.
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The 2012 program and working bees will be advised early next year. Finally I would like to congratulate

all the trophy winners of the 2011 Season and I wish you and your families a Safe, Happy Xmas and

prosperous New Year. See you all back safely in 2012.

Kind Regards

Original Signed

Paul Shields

Captain

TWGC

7 October 2011


